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ABSTRACT

Many people are concerned about privacy in the Web. This has resulted in the emergence of various tools and suggestions for blocking tracking services. However, in order to block or analyze tracking services, these services have to be identified first. In this work we develop and evaluate a set of features for identifying tracking services in HTTP traffic. Our approach enables us to verify the effectiveness of existing blocking approaches as well as to find more candidates for blacklisting.
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C.2.5 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Local and Wide-Area Networks—Internet
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1. INTRODUCTION

Today’s Web sites include a multitude of elements from third-party services, such as images from content distribution networks (CDN), advertising and analytics (AA) scripts, and like buttons from social networks. When an object is loaded from a third-party, the third-party can collect information on the activity of the user. A third-party service included by many Web sites, such as major AA services [11,16], can thus create exhaustive user profiles. The more detailed a user profile, the higher the profits [7].

Several anti-AA browser plugins try to block user tracking, e.g., Adblock Plus [14], Ghostery [15], or ShareMeNot [16]. However, these plugins rely on manually maintained black lists. AA services must therefore first be identified by the maintainers of the black lists.

We present a way towards characterizing Web services and identifying services that can collect exhaustive user profiles. We analyze HTTP traffic at the border gateway of a network and introduce several key features describing information flows to Web services. Our analysis in a large university network shows that these features seem to be suitable to classify third-party services without requiring detailed manual investigation. Our approach can be used to suggest candidates for black lists or to periodically check if deployed blocking policies are still effective against new privacy threats.

Related work in the area of HTTP traffic characterization [2–6,9,13] focused on download traffic, i.e., information flow from Web services. In contrast, our work characterizes Web services by looking mainly at the upload traffic. Previous studies on AA services relied on active measurements to estimate their prevalence on major Web sites [11,16] and to describe the information leaking to third-parties [12]. In contrast, we use passive measurements to characterize Web services from real-world traces. Others have analyzed the associated money flow [7] and resulting privacy issues [10].

2. TRAFFIC FEATURES

The HTTP protocol is known to be highly redundant [1,9]. In order to estimate the actual amount of user-information being transmitted in HTTP requests to Web services, we use a method [8] that greatly reduces the redundancy in HTTP requests. Using this method, we approximate for each service the effective amount of information uploaded without HTTP’s protocol redundancy. The volume of this upload data is referred to as information bytes. Based on this measure of information transfer, we derive the following features: (A) The amount of information received by a Web service acting as a third-party. (B) The percentage of third-party information bytes relative to the total number of information bytes going to a service. Domains that are not visited directly but only appear as third-parties, will have a high value. (C) The number of domains embedding an element that is hosted by the Web service. (D) The average amount of information transmitted to the service per HTTP request. (E) The percentage of clients accounting for 95% of information reflects the upload volume client distribution. A low value indicates that the service only ranks high because few users upload a large amount of information (e.g. videos). A high value indicates the service collects information from many users. (F) Response / request byte ratio is a measure that reflects the ratio between bytes being received from a Web service and bytes being sent to it.

3. CASE STUDY

To demonstrate the utility of our features to classify third-party Web services, we collect real HTTP traffic of 15k clients in a university network and analyze this traffic us-
Analytics services have a really low response to request ratio. This is requests by very few clients. Row F shows that analytics services for features B and C but clearly stands out in features D and E. These features indicate that this service only ranks among the top 30 because of large requests by very few clients. Row F shows that analytics services have a really low response to request ratio. This is intuitive considering that these services usually do not provide any actual content. In contrast, services that provide content (the CDN Akamai, YouTube, and 2mdn.net, which provides ads for Google) have a higher score.

To summarize, our results show that our proposed features are able to identify good candidates for anti-AA lists by looking for services with high values for metrics B to E and a low value for metric F.

4. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

We present a new approach towards analyzing third-party services. We propose several features that allow to classify Web services in order to reduce the burden of digging into individual HTTP requests. Our case study, which is based on HTTP requests of 15k clients, shows that our proposed features make AA services stand out and can therefore be used to identify possible candidates for AA black lists.

As future work, we plan to explore the characteristics of more Web service classes, including first-party services.
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